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Summary
The purpose of this report is to provide statisticians with the tools to solve certain reliability problems that arise in consultations with clients.
Statisticians often encounter clients seeking answers to questions such as, "I did an experiment 6 times with 3 successes and 3 failures, so the success rate is 50%, right?" A reasonable, useful, and informative response from the statistician would be, "yes, the estimate of success is 50%, but you can only state with 90% confidence that the true success rate lies between 15% and 85%. If you want to tighten that up, you need a larger sample." The client asks, "how large?" and the conversation proceeds from there.
A client may pose a problem such as, "I need 90% confidence on 95% reliability. Can I do this with 10 runs?" The statistician can truthfully answer, no. You need 29 with no failures or 46 with 1 failure to assert 95% reliability with 90% confidence." The client may respond, "well, what can I get with 1 failure in 20?" and so the consultation continues.
In fact, the solutions to both of these problems exploit properties of the binomial distribution. System requirements can be expressed in terms of an upper (lower) limit on the probability of failure (success). Statistical analysis of such binary (0/1, success/failure, go/no-go) data typically requires point and interval estimation and inference or hypothesis tests on the associated event probability. For identical independent trials, the proportion observed serves as an estimate of the event rate. Based on the method of Clopper-Pearson (CP) and the likelihood ratio (LR) technique properties of the binomial distribution are used to derive interval estimates, which are in turn used in inference. An application is the determination of sample size and maximum permissible number of failures (nf) required to establish a specific reliability (probability of success) with given probability (confidence).
The statistician needs to address such issues and answer these questions in real time. This report provides the necessary technology expressed in the S-PLUS / S / R statistical computing environment language family, implementations of which are available as both commercial and free open-source software.
Binomial Distribution
Definitions and Properties
The random variable is Bernoulli( ), or , if ∈ {0,1} and Pr[ = 1] = = 1 − Pr [ = 0]. The probability mass function, or discrete probability density function (pdf), is
The sum X of n independent and identically distributed (iid) B p is Bernoulli( , ), or , . Note
. Standard functions are defined for ∈ {0,1,2, … , }. The pdf is
The cumulative distribution function (cdf) is
with , ( ) = 0 if ≤ 0, and , ( ) = 1 if ≥ , and right-continuous extension to ℝ, as is customary for discrete distributions. The quantile function (qf) is the usual unique leftcontinuous pseudo-inverse of the cdf,
It is also useful to have an upper-probability version of the cdf,
So , ( ) = 1 − , ( ) and , ( ) = 1 − , ( + 1). Note that , ( ) increases with k and decreases with n or p, and , ( ) decreases with k and increases with n or p.
Moments are The log-likelihood function is
The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of p is ⁄ .
Implementation Issue
Reasonable algorithms for , ( ) return the appropriate values for large n and small k but succumb to numeric underflow for large k.
For example, since , (0) = (1 − ) and , ( − 1) = 1 − , set = 100 and = 0.6 to get 100,0.6 (0) = (1 − 0.6) 100 = 0.4 100 ≅ 1.6 × 10
and 100,0.6 (99) = 1 − 0.6 100 ≅ 1 − 6.5 × 10 −23 .
But with standard double precision resolution of about 16 decimal places, the result is 100,0.6 (99) = 1 exactly. The cure for lower tail probabilities too close to 1 is to use upper tail probabilities, which will be close to 0, and work with G instead of F, since , ( ) = = 1 − , ( − 1), and so 100,0.6 (100) = 0.6 100 = 1 − 100,0.6 (99) = 1 − (1 − 0.6) 100 ≅ 6.5 × 10 −23 .
But naïve use of , ( ) = 1 − , ( − 1) directly will of course give 100,0.6 (100) = 0. To obtain a useful representation of ( ) with k large in terms of an accurate algorithm for ( ) with k small, let ~, and = − . Note that
This gives 100,0.6 (100) = 100,0.4 (0) = (1 − 0.4) 100 = 0.6 100 ≅ 6.5 × 10 −23 as required.
Beta Distribution
The Gamma function, which has Γ( ) = ( − 1)! for n = 1,2,3,…, is given by
The Beta function, which has ( , ) = ( − 1)! ( − 1)!/( + − 1)! on positive integers, is
The Beta ( , ) distribution on [0,1], with > 0 and > 0, has pdf and cdf
The Binomial and Beta cdfs are related by , (
and also
To
. Now, integrating by parts,
See, for example, Stuart (1).
In fact, the function
is a continuous cdf on [−1, ], and ( ) = , ( ) for = 0,1,2, … , . So F serves as a continuous version, or interpolation, of , , which is sometimes useful. The corresponding quantile function ( ) = −1 ( ) is not related to Beta , but can be obtained by solving ( ) = numerically to get = ( ). See figure 1.
Note that Beta does provide the solution p of = , ( ). Since = , ( ) = Beta ( − , +1) (1 − ), and so Beta ( − , +1) ( ) = 1 − , observe that
Likewise for = ( , )( ) . Since = , ( ) = Beta ( , − +1) ( ) and so Beta ( , − +1) ( ) = , it follows that
Library implementations of Q Beta provide for efficient and accurate evaluation of p in these situations. This will be useful later. 
Hypothesis Testing
Tests of size and Type I error probability = 1 − for
are based on data X. Here is the null rejection probability, or probability of rejecting 0 when it is true. See Mood (2) or Stuart (3) for an explanation.
One Sided Upper
The one-sided alternative
provides an upper limit for p upon rejection of 0 . The critical value is , and the decision rule is to reject 0 if ≤ where Pr[
Since X is discrete, take
The rejection region is 1 = { 0, … , }, and the non-rejection region is 0 = { + 1, … , }. Equivalently, the p-value for the test is 
Let
= 1 2 ⁄ and = 7 128 ⁄ with = 10. Note that 10,1 2 ⁄ (2) = 7 128 ⁄ = . It follows that = 2 and ≤ when ≤ 2, in which case 0 is rejected. The true value of for this test is exactly 7 128 ⁄ .
One Sided Lower
provides a lower limit for p upon rejection of 0 . The critical value is , and one rejects 0 if ≥ where Pr[ ≥ | 0 ] = . Since X is discrete, take
The rejection region is 1 = { , … , }, and the non-rejection region is 0 = {0, … , − 1}. Equivalently, the p-value for the test is = , ( ), and one rejects 0 if ≤ . 
Two Sided
The two-sided alternative
provides upper and lower limits for p upon rejection of 0 . The critical values are and , and one rejects 0 if ≤ or ≥ where
The rejection region is 1 = {0, … , } ∪ { , … , }, and the non-rejection region is 0 = { + 1, … , − 1}. Equivalently, the p-value for the test is = 2 min � , ( ), , ( )�. One
For example, let = 0.3 and = 0.1 with = 100. Since 100,0.3 (22) = 0.0479 and
Confidence Intervals (CI)
The point estimate of p is of course ⁄ . CIs on p are obtained by pivoting or inverting hypothesis test critical regions as follows. See Clopper and Pearson (4).
Upper
Let 1 be the set of for which 0 would be rejected in favor of 1 : < with Type I error ,
so can be expressed by equation 19 as a Beta distribution quantile
Null rejection occurs with probability , so the non-rejection region
is a 100 % upper CI on p, and is an upper confidence limit on p. To reject 0 when ∈ 1 = [ , 1] is precisely the p-value decision rule in section 0.
Lower
Let 1 be the set of for which 0 would be rejected in favor of 1 : > with Type I error ,
so can be expressed by equation (20) as a Beta distribution quantile
is a 100 % lower CI on p, and is a lower confidence limit on p. To reject 0 when ∈ 1 = [1, ] is precisely the p-value decision rule in section 2.2.
Two Sided
Let 1 be the set of for which 0 would be rejected in favor of 1 : ≠ with Type I error ,
Then and can be expressed by equations 19 and 20 as Beta distributions quantiles
is a 100 % two-sided CI on p. To reject 0 when
] is precisely the p-value decision rule of section 2.3.
Implementation
Code listings are in appendix A.
The function bino.ci(n,r,g,type) uses equations 29, 32, or 35 to give the required CI. The arguments of bino.ci are the number of trials n, the number of successes r, confidence interval size g which should be between 0.5 and 1.0, and an integer type which can be 0, 1, or 2 to request a lower CI ( , 1], upper CI [0, ), or 2-sided CI ( , ), respectively.
The return value from bino.ci is a named list holding the number of trials $n, number of successes $r, lower limit $L, parameter estimate $p.hat, upper limit $U, and confidence interval vector $I. For example, bino.ci(n=100, r=30, g=0.9, type=2) since Pr� 100,0.22492 ≥ 30� = Pr� 100,0.38422 ≤ 30� = 0.05.
Conservative Coverage
Coverage is the probability that a confidence interval captures the true parameter value.
Considering that ( ) is random, and [0, ( )) is a 100 % CI on p, one expects that
This coverage probability is
.
(37) Figure 2 illustrates for = 10 and = 0.9. Likewise, ( ) is random, and
(38) Figure 3 illustrates for = 10 and = 0.9. For the 2-sided CI, ( ( ), ( )) is a 100 % CI on p, and one expects that
(39) Figure 4 illustrates 2 for = 10 and = 0.9. 
The LR Approach
For the parameter in a space Θ with some subset Θ o ⊆ Θ, a test of
can be conducted using the generalized LR
for the binomial distribution, the likelihood is
and, based on the maximum likelihood estimate = ⁄ , the unconstrained supremum is For the specific null
So the LR is
For data ∼ , , the LR is
Hypothesis Tests
Consider the two-sided test
Since Λ has small values significant, one rejects 0 if Λ ≤ Λ for the appropriate critical value. Note that the null probabilities are Pr[Λ = Λ( )] = Pr[ = ] = , ( ) and the Λ( ) can be sorted in ascending order and the probabilities summed to obtain the cdf Λ
In particular with = 10 and = 0.33, for = 0.1, the critical region Λ ≤ Λ(6) corresponds to ∈ {0,6,7,8,9,10} and the non-rejection region is ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}. See table 1. 
Confidence Intervals
As usual, confidence intervals are obtained by inverting non-rejection regions. One-sided LR CIs coincide with CP CIs. Coverage for the two-sided LR CIs is illustrated in figure 5 . Twosided LR CIs are in general not as conservative as CP CIs. This is regarded as an advantage of the LR method, as the intervals are "tighter". 
Implementation
Code listings are in appendix A. 
Reliability
Reliability Tables
Cooke (5) presents a tabulation of lower confidence limits for various numbers of trials n and successes r and confidence levels .
This standard language may be misleading. The binomial parameter is a reliability, which is a probability of success. The endpoints and of CIs [ , ] on p are reliability limits, or limits of reliability, at the given confidence level . These "confidence limits" are not "limits of confidence."
Code listings are in appendix A. The functions pbinom and gbinom evaluate , ( ) and , ( ), respectively.
The function bino.rel.tab(n,r,g,type) uses bino.ci to evaluate and arranges the results in the proper format to reproduce Cooke's tables, adding a column for the parameter point estimate. The arguments of bino.rel.tab are the number of trials n, the number of successes r, confidence interval size g which should be between 0.5 and 1.0, and an integer type which can be 0, 1, or 2 to request a lower CI ( , 1], upper CI [0, ), or 2-sided CI ( , ), respectively. The arguments r and g can be vectors, in which case the function fills out the desired table. 
Sample Size
One application of this is to find the minimal sample size N to obtain a lower reliability limit at least with confidence for a certain = − , so = − .
For example, with = 0 failures ( = ) and 90% reliability limit = 0.9 with 95% confidence = 0.95, one can wade through Cooke's phone-book-sized report, or run bino.rel.tab to find suitable n, which bound the desired reliability limit, bino.rel.tab(n=28, r=28, g=0.95) gives = 0.89853 and bino.rel.tab(n=29, r=29, g=0.95) gives = 0.90186, so ≥ 29. The function bino.rel.size(nf,p,g,x) takes arguments representing the nf, desired lower reliability limit p, confidence g, and an optional scale factor x for the numerical solution routine. It calculates the required sample size and returns a named list holding $par: parameters nf, p, and g $n:
required minimum sample size, $p: reliability limit for confidence g and sample size $g:
confidence for reliability limit p and sample size $n1:
the next lower sample size, − 1 $p1:
reliability limit for confidence g and sample size − 1 $g1:
confidence for reliability limit p and sample size − 1
One expects that $p1 < p ≤ $p and $g1 < g ≤ $g. Consulting the tables for the sample sizes $n = 46 and $n1 = 45 and confidence g = 0.95 for the number of successes r = $n-nf = 45 and r1 = $n1-nf = 44, one sees the bounding reliability limits $p = 0.90098, and $p1 = 0.89887.
Appendix A. S-PLUS Code
A.1 Library Functions
pbinom(q, size = stop("no size arg"), prob = stop("no prob arg"))
is the S-PLUS library implementation of the Binomial distribution cdf.
In the notation of this report,
where, k is number of successes, n is the number of trials, and p is the probability of success.
qbeta(p, shape1 = stop("no shape1 arg"), shape2 = stop("no shape2 arg"))
is the S-PLUS library implementation of the Beta distribution qf.
In the notation of this report, qbeta(u,a,b)= Beta ( , ) ( ) = inf � | Beta ( , ) ( ) ≥ � where, u is the desired probability, and a and b are the usual Beta distribution parameters.
A.2 Upper-Tail Binomial Probabilities
gbinom calculates upper tail binomial probabilities. In the notation of this report, gbinom(k,n,p)= , ( ) = pbinom(n-k,n,1-p) where, k is number of successes, n is the number of trials, and p is the probability of success.
A.3 Binomial Parameter Confidence Interval: CP
bino.ci calculates a CP confidence interval on a binomial parameter estimate. z <-cbind(n, r, r/n, z) # augmented table dimnames(z) <-# name the table columns list(NULL, c("n","r","p",paste(100*g,"%", sep=""))) z # return table } A.5 Binomial Reliability Sample Size bino.rel.size calculates sample size for reliability with a given confidence limit.
bino.rel.size <-function(nf = 0 , # number of failures p = 0.9 , # reliability limit g = 0.95 , # confidence level x = 6 ) # log_2 ( search delta ) { ## N = inf { n : pbinom(nf, n, 1-p) } <= 1-g } a <-1-g # confidence q <-1-p # reliability f <-function(nf, n, q) list(n=n, a=pbinom(nf, n, q)) # ( n , a ) rtn <-function(nf, p, g, z1, z) # return list list(par=list(nf=nf, p=p, g=g), n=z$n, p=bino.ci(z$n, z$n-nf, g, 0)$L, g=1-z$a , n1=z1$n, p1=bino.ci(z1$n, z1$n-nf, g, 0)$L, g1=1-z1$a) z <-f(nf, 2^x, q) # initial ( n , a ) guess while ( z$a < a ) z <-f(nf, z$n/2, q) while ( z$a > a ) z <-f(nf, z$n*2, q) z0 <-z # upper end at n z1 <-f(nf, z0$n/2, q)
# lower end at n/2 dn <-(z0$n-z1$n)/2 # interval radius while ( dn >= 1 ) { z <-f(nf, z1$n+dn, q) # midpoint if ( z$a < a ) # one midpoint becomes new endoint z0 <-z else z1 <-z dn <-dn/2 # new radius } rtn(nf, p, g, z1, z0) } The algorithm finds sample sizes 1 = 2 −1 and = 2 that bound the confidence for the desired reliability limit. Then it repeatedly bisects the interval [ 1 , ] and replaces one endpoint with the midpoint, maintaining the bound, until − 1 = 1. Reliability limits at the desired confidence level should now bound the desired reliability limit. Using powers of 2 ensures that the sample sizes are integers. # CI size { h <-r/n q <-1-g
A.6 Binomial LR
L is increasing if(r == 0) p0 <-list(neg=0, pos=0, f0=q, f1=q) else p0 <-uniroot(function(x, n., r., q.) bino.LR.F.z(k=r., n=n., p=x)-q., lower=0, upper=h, q.=q, n.=n, r.=r)
L is decreasing if(r == n) p1 <-list(neg=1, pos=1, f0=q, f1=q) else p1 <-uniroot(function(x, n., r., q.) bino.LR.F.z(k=r., n=n., p=x)-q., lower=h, upper=1, q.=q, n.=n, r.=r) list(n=n, r=r, L=p0$pos, p.hat=h, U=p1$neg, I=c(p0$pos, p1$neg)) } Appendix B. Reliability Table   n 
